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Does children's literature portray the authentic perspectives of children, or does it present the views of the adults who write, sell, and review
the books? How does it demonstrate the ways in which perceptions of childhood have developed over the centuries? How are issues of
censorship and freedom of speech brought to light in children's books? Addressing these and many other issues, Crosscurrents of Children's
Literature: An Anthology of Texts and Criticism is the only anthology of classic and contemporary readings in children's literature to combine
primary works with related critical essays. Organized thematically around modern critical debates, the selections explore how children's
literature integrates instruction and entertainment, oral and written traditions, realism and fantasy, words and pictures, classics and
adaptations, and perspectives on childhood and adult life. Illuminating the rich diversity of children's literature studies, the book incorporates
approaches from several different fields including psychology, education, history, cultural studies, and literary criticism. It spans a wide range
of literary periods and genres, balancing contemporary and historical texts, excerpts and longer selections, traditional and nontraditional
materials, and English and translated works. The volume includes Native American and African American writings and offers insights into a
variety of cultural and ethnic traditions. It is enhanced by introductory essays, illustrations, an alternate table of contents organized by genre,
a timeline, and a bibliography of critical works. An Instructor's Manual and a Website (http://crosscurrentsoup.org) provide additional helpful
resources. Examining how literary forms and genres, diverse influences, and evolving attitudes toward childhood have shaped the field of
children's literature, Crosscurrents of Children's Literature: An Anthology of Texts and Criticism encourages students and other readers to
challenge common assumptions about children, childhood, and children's books.
This landmark handbook brings together the fundamentals of counselling children and young people theory, research, skills and practice. It
addresses what every successful trainee or practitioner needs to know in a way that is comprehensive, accessible and jargon-free. Divided
into four parts, it covers: theory and practice approaches, including chapters on child development, person-centred, psychodynamic, CBT,
Gestalt approaches, and more counselling process, including chapters on the therapeutic relationship, skills, groupwork, supervision practice
issues, including chapters on law and policy, ethics, diversity, challenging behaviour practice settings, including chapters on health and social
care settings, school and education, multi-agency and collaboration. Each chapter includes a chapter introduction and summary, reflective
questions and activities, helping trainees to cement their learning. With chapters contributed by leading experts and academics in the field,
this book is essential reading for trainees and practitioners working with children and young people.
Examining the work of contemporary Black artists who are dismantling the white gaze and demanding that we see--and see Blackness in
particular--anew. In A Black Gaze, Tina Campt examines Black contemporary artists who are shifting the very nature of our interactions with
the visual through their creation and curation of a distinctively Black gaze. Their work--from Deana Lawson's disarmingly intimate portraits to
Arthur Jafa's videos of the everyday beauty and grit of the Black experience, from Kahlil Joseph's films and Dawoud Bey's photographs to the
embodied and multimedia artistic practice of Okwui Okpokwasili, Simone Leigh, and Luke Willis Thompson--requires viewers to do more than
simply look; it solicits visceral responses to the visualization of Black precarity. Campt shows that this new way of seeing shifts viewers from
the passive optics of looking at to the active struggle of looking with, through, and alongside the suffering--and joy--of Black life in the present.
The artists whose work Campt explores challenge the fundamental disparity that defines the dominant viewing practice: the notion that
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Blackness is the elsewhere (or nowhere) of whiteness. These artists create images that flow, that resuscitate and revalue the historical and
contemporary archive of Black life in radical ways. Writing with rigor and passion, Campt describes the creativity, ingenuity, cunning, and
courage that is the modus operandi of a Black gaze.
In this volume, Peter S. Perry describes what performance criticism is and shows its application to biblical studies and theology. He draws on
the best thinkers and practitioners in this field as well as his own experience to show how performance criticism can open up the meaning of
and appreciation for biblical texts. In addition, Perry presents challenges for the future of performance criticism and its role in biblical
interpretation generally. Each volume in the new Insights series discusses discoveries and insights gained into biblical texts from a particular
approach or perspective in current scholarship. Accessible and appealing to today’s students, each Insight volume will discuss (1) how this
method, approach, or strategy was first developed and how its application has changed over time; (2) what current questions arise from its
use; (3) what enduring insights it has produced; and (4) what questions remain for future scholarship.
In Between Biblical Criticism and Poetic Rewriting, Samuel Tongue offers an account of how poetic rewritings of the Bible question the
disciplinary constitution of Biblical Studies, ultimately demonstrating the performativity of all interpretation.
Bossypants (Enhanced Edition)Reagan Arthur Books
As practitioner-researchers, how do we discuss and analyse our work without losing the creative drive that inspired us in the first place? Built
around a diverse selection of writings from leading researcher-practitioners and emerging artists in a variety of fields, The Creative Critic:
Writing as/about Practice celebrates the extraordinary range of possibilities available when writing about one’s own work and the work one is
inspired by. It re-thinks the conventions of the scholarly output to propose that critical writing be understood as an integral part of the artistic
process, and even as artwork in its own right. Finding ways to make the intangible nature of much of our work ‘count’ under assessment has
become increasingly important in the Academy and beyond. The Creative Critic offers an inspiring and useful sourcebook for students and
practitioner-researchers navigating this area. Please see the companion site to the book, http://www.creativecritic.co.uk, where some of the
chapters have become unfixed from the page.

Written for the dog and cat lover, animal advocate, and fan of natural medicine, Dog as My Doctor, Cat as My Nurse
reveals how our timeless relationships with our beloved animal friends hold the keys to our optimal health. Acupuncturist,
plant-based nutritional consultant, and animal advocate Carlyn Montes De Oca weaves together an insightful tapestry of
prescriptive advice, personal stories about her lively “six-pack” of rescue dogs and cats, and testimonials from other dog
and cat lovers, including best-selling author Jack Canfield. In an age when most people will suffer from a preventable
chronic disease, Dog as My Doctor, Cat as My Nurse opens readers eyes’ to the fact that our beloved companion
animals can be some of the most powerful allies we will ever have on the journey towards a healthier, happier, and more
extraordinary life.
Explores how teachers think about students of color and/or a multicultural curriculum and presents opportunities for
reconstructing teacher knowledge of the cultural context.
This enhanced edition features excerpts from the audio edition of Bossypants, recently named Audio Book of the Year!
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Before Liz Lemon, before "Weekend Update," before "Sarah Palin," Tina Fey was just a young girl with a dream: a
recurring stress dream that she was being chased through a local airport by her middle-school gym teacher. She also
had a dream that one day she would be a comedian on TV. She has seen both these dreams come true. At last, Tina
Fey's story can be told. From her youthful days as a vicious nerd to her tour of duty on Saturday Night Live; from her
passionately halfhearted pursuit of physical beauty to her life as a mother eating things off the floor; from her one-sided
college romance to her nearly fatal honeymoon -- from the beginning of this paragraph to this final sentence. Tina Fey
reveals all, and proves what we've all suspected: you're no one until someone calls you bossy. (Includes Special, NeverBefore-Solicited Opinions on Breastfeeding, Princesses, Photoshop, the Electoral Process, and Italian Rum Cake! This
Enhanced eBook experience also includes special audio clips from Tina Fey, speculation on what an eBook really is, a
bonus section of new-to-you photos, interpretive drawings, and a chapter read by the author!)
This book explains the wide basis of perspectives on which we build an understanding of people's behaviours and why
we respond in the way we do.
Heralded as the exponents of a 'new atheism', critics of religion are highly visible in today's media, and include the
household names of Richard Dawkins, Daniel Dennett and Sam Harris. David Fergusson explains their work in its
historical perspective, drawing comparisons with earlier forms of atheism. Responding to the critics through
conversations on the credibility of religious belief, Darwinism, morality, fundamentalism, and our approach to reading
sacred texts, he establishes a compelling case for the practical and theoretical validity of faith in the contemporary world.
An invitation to engage in a rich dialogue, Faith and Its Critics supports an informed and constructive exchange of ideas
rather than a contest between two sides of the debate. Fergusson encourages faith communities to undertake patient
engagement with their critics, to acknowledge the place for change and development in their self-understanding whilst
resisting the reductive explanations of the new atheism.
When a couple enters therapy, both partners have either explicit or implicit understandings of what can—and, more
importantly, cannot—be discussed in therapy. Even when empirically tested assessments are used to help pinpoint areas
of concern and conflict, couples may choose to identify only those areas that are relatively safe and do not seriously
threaten each partner’s sense of integrity and vulnerability. How is a therapist supposed to proceed when a couple
comes in for a tune-up, not realizing that their entire transmission needs to be serviced? Therapists know that some
relationships, like some transmissions, can continue to function on some level even without proper care—sometimes even
for years—before the couple seeks therapy. If, when they come in, the therapist can help the couples to repair and regain
their lost equilibrium, they’ll be more likely to seek help when the transmission next begins to slip. In its clear, precise
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prose, insightful case studies, and thought-provoking discussion questions, Couples in Collusion lays out guidelines for
identifying, understanding, and, dealing with the unspoken agreements and collusive systems that couples build up over
time. Clinicians will find each chapter replete with concrete strategies they can use in practice as well as thorough
explanations of the assessment tools, suggestions on how to use them, and even advice on how to build the tools’ costs
into clinicians’ limited budgets.
What will happen to the theater when there are no more critics? With the decline of print media and the rise of online
journalism, theater critics are facing hard times. As their influence fades, will the industry they cover be adversely
affected or can bloggers and message boards fill the void? Can a new economic model be created for theater criticism?
How can critics lucky enough to still have jobs stay relevant in the age of social media? Speaking of which, what does a
theater critic really do, and how do you become one? In this book, Matt Windman, a theater critic himself, interviews
more than 50 critics from New York and around the country, including Ben Brantley, Charles Isherwood, John Lahr, Terry
Teachout, Linda Winer, Chris Jones, David Cote, John Simon and Peter Filichia. They discuss their long careers and the
nightly process of evaluating plays and musicals, and offer their thoughts on the future of the profession.
Annie Fullerton is only a housemaid, but when her master's pampered daughter needs help, it's Annie she turns to. Emily is going
to have a baby, and in Victorian Perthshire there is no worse disgrace for an unmarried girl. The two girls go into hiding in a
charming Kincardineshire village and before long, Emily decides to defy her father and keep her child. Annie is delighted: she
vividly remembers the pain of life in an orphanage. But it is not to be. In the end, it is Annie who takes baby Tina and gives her a
home. Annie loves Tina and is happy to give up her chances to have children of her own for the adorble little girl. But babies grow
up, and all too soon Tina is a young woman as pretty and determined as the mother she never knew. For Annie the time is coming
for a decision that could break her heart.
A dual biography traces the high-profile careers and lives of Tina Brown, who shaped "The New Yorker," "Vanity Fair," and "Talk,"
and Harry Evans, who ran Random House, as they transformed the American media until it turned on them.
Provides short biographies of African Americans who have contributed to the performing arts.
Emotion-focused therapy is a research-informed psychological therapy that to date has mainly been studied in the context of
depression, trauma and couple distress. The evidence suggests that this therapy has a lasting and transformative effect. Ladislav
Timulak presents EFT as a particular therapeutic approach that addresses psychological human suffering, offering a view that puts
more emphasis on attending to the distress, rather than avoiding or suppressing it. Focusing on the latest developments in EFT,
Transforming Emotional Pain in Psychotherapy presents a theory of human suffering and a model of therapy that addresses that
suffering. The model of suffering assumes that the experienced emotional pain is a response to an injury that prevents or violates
the fulfilment of the basic human needs of being loved, safe, and acknowledged. This book focuses on a particular way of
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transforming emotional pain in psychotherapy through: helping the client to tolerate the pain; assisting the client to identify the core
of the difficult emotional experiences; identifying the needs connected to the core pain which are unmet or being violated, and
responding (with compassion and protective anger) to the underlying needs of the client that transforms the original pain.
Transforming Emotional Pain in Psychotherapy provides an account of how emotional pain can be conceptualised and how it can
be addressed in therapy. It provides practical tips for therapists working with emotional pain and shows how it can then be made
more bearable and transformed allowing the client to be more sensitive to the pain of others, and to seek support when needed.
This book will be essential reading for clinical and counselling psychologists, psychotherapists and counsellors in practice and
training, as well as for fully qualified professionals undergoing further training in EFT.
Commitment. To many men this is a scary word—to the women who love them, it is a goal many fear their man will never attain.
With empathy and insight, Dr. Hawkins uncovers the telltale signs of commitment failure, why the problem exists, and how women
can respond, interact, and create a life with the men they love. Women will be glad to have this book in hand as they discover why
excuses sabotage a relationship how to help the man in your life see the value of commitment how limited expectations lead to a
limited life For women in a relationship or considering one, this much-needed book unravels the mysteries of relational intimacy
and offers hope for those desiring commitment.
Current debates on sustainability are building on a problematic assumption that technological advancement is a desired
phenomenon, creating positive change in human organizations. This transdisciplinary book develops a new way to conceptualize
and examine technology, and outlines feasible alternatives for sustainability beyond technology.
A biography tracing five decades of music-making and struggle by Tina Turner, a reigning voice in rock music.
"For unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall be much required." Leia Hamilton can move things and set them on fire with her
mind. Leia's father and step-mother tried to hide their past: a time when they were part of a team of superheroes. But despite
being disbanded for over twenty years following a series of tragedies, their problems were passed to their children and Leia finds
that her future collides with their past. In the diverse world of human and superhuman, heroes and villains, friends and enemies,
some of Leia's choices have terrible consequences. For Leia, this leads to a personal crossroads and a search for redemption. Not
your normal superhero novel, Mindfire isn't about secret identities, costumes, or evil plots endangering the world. Instead, selfdiscovery and adaptation is at the forefront as the reader follows the lives of the characters who are unafraid to show love and
explore spirituality. Can redemption and renewed grace weather the flames of absolute power and superhuman strength?
This revised and expanded introductory text introduces students of the Bible to the layers of meaning that can be uncovered by
serious study of the synoptic gospel texts. Included are two new chapters introducing ideological exegetical approaches to the
gospels and a concluding chapter that helps the student synthesize the exegetical discoveries they have made using the methods
taught in the book.
Collects interviews from DownBeat's seventy-five year history, including conversations with Jelly Roll Morton, Louis Armstrong,
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Ornette Coleman, Cecil Taylor, Thelonious Monk, Rahsaan Roland Kirk, and Joe Zawinul.
This international collection studies how the financial crisis of 2007 and the ensuing economic and political crises in Europe and
North America have triggered a process of change in the field of economics, law and politics. Contributors to this book argue that
both elites and citizens have had to rethink the nature of the market, the role of the state as a market regulator and as a provider of
welfare, the role of political parties in representing society’s main political and social cleavages, the role of civil society in voicing
the concerns of citizens, and the role of the citizen as the ultimate source of power in a democracy but also as a fundamentally
powerless subject in a global economy. The book studies the actors, the areas and the processes that have carried forward the
change and proposes the notion of ‘incomplete paradigm shift’ to analyse this change. Its authors explore the multiple
dimensions of paradigm shifts and their differentiated evolution, arguing that today we witness an incomplete paradigm shift of
financial regulations, economic models and welfare systems, but a stillbirth of a new political and economic paradigm.
“One of the most important books of poetry to come along in years.” —Craig Morgan Teicher, NPR Named a Best Book of 2019 by
NPR and Publishers Weekly, Hybrida is a stirring and confident examination of mixed-race identity, violence, and history skillfully
rendered through the lens of motherhood. In an agile blend of zuihitsu, ghazal, mosaic poems, and lyric essays, Tina Chang
“evokes the bottomless love and terror of motherhood as she describes raising her mixed-race son” (New York Times). Ambitious
and revelatory, Hybrida establishes Chang as one of the most vital voices of her generation.
Tina Fey, the most talented comedian of our time. How it all got started for her? Tina Fey was not born with a silver spoon in
mouth, but she had this talent from an early age. You'll learn some specifics of her childhood, family background and how they
affected her career and life in general. You'll also learn some of her deals with major companies and how she made it to Saturday
Night Live (SNL) in the first place. What specific steps Tina Fey took to become successful actress and comedian? Success
leaves clues. Tina Fey was not just an actor, but she was also a successful writer for screenplays. Sometimes she served as an
executive producer and casting director. How she got involved in that too, you are about to find out in this biography. Tina is also
known for her tribute in Bossypants. Also, it was the first time Tina Fey co-anchored in "Weekend Update" with Amy Poehler when
Jimmy Fallon left the show in 2004. Moments like this make history. Unlike most movie stars, comedians, she was not hooked to
drugs, alcohol and jumping from one marriage to another, just to keep up with the new trends. Tina really love her family, husband
and her children. There are speculations that before her husband Jeff Richmond, she was not involved in any other love affairs.
Jeff was the first in her life and that's quite surprising with comparison to other big names in the industry. Why she choose that
path? You'll also learn a bit more about Tina Fey's private life and more. Grab your copy now!
De-Gendering Gendered Occupations brings together contributions from researchers on language and gender studies and
workplace discourse to unpack and challenge hegemonic gendered norms encoded in what are traditionally considered female
occupations. The volume integrates a range of theoretical frameworks, including conversation analysis, pragmatics, and
interactional sociolinguistics, to analyse data from such professions as primary education, healthcare, and speech and language
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therapy across various geographic contexts. Through this lens, the first part of the book examines men’s linguistic practices with
the second part offering a comparative analysis of 'male' and 'female' discourse. The settings discussed here allow readers to gain
insights into the ways in which cultural, professional, and gendered identity intersect for practitioners in these professions and in
turn, future implications for discourse around gendered professions more generally. This book will be key reading for students and
researchers in sociolinguistics, discourse analysis, gender studies, cultural studies, and professional discourse.

Introduces key aspects of narrative interpretation to offer a richly rewarding approach to reading the Bible.
Transforming Generalized Anxiety: An Emotion Focused Approach examines an approach to treating generalized anxiety
disorder (GAD) which attempts to uncover the deeper, underlying emotional experiences that clients are afraid of. It also
demonstrates how these painful experiences can be transformed in therapy into a form of emotional resilience by
generating experiences of self-compassion and healthy, boundary setting, protective anger. Though most of the literature
on treating GAD is dominated by Cognitive Behavior Therapy, this book presents emotion-focused therapy as an
alternative treatment of this condition. The emotional resilience this particular approach instils serves as a resource when
encountering triggers of emotional vulnerability, but also decreases the client’s need to avoid hitherto feared triggers and
the emotional experiences they bring. Developed in a series of research studies, and illustrated with reference to case
examples, this book offers a practical, theoretically informed, evidence based guide, to conducting therapy with clients.
Using clinical material, and applying the outcome of a series of research studies, Transforming Generalized Anxiety will
equip psychotherapists and counsellors with the means to help GAD clients transform core painful experiences into a
sense of empowerment and inner confidence.
The Handbook of Research on Teaching Literacy Through the Communicative and Visual Arts, a comprehensive
overview of research on this topic, extends conceptualizations of literacy to include all of the communicative arts
(reading, writing, speaking, listening, viewing) and the visual arts of drama, dance, film, art, video, and computer
technology.
Heinz Kurz is recognised internationally as a leading economic theorist and a foremost historian of economic thought.
This book pays tribute to his outstanding contributions on the occasion of his 65th birthday by bringing together a unique
collection of new essays by distinguished economists from around the world. Keynes, Sraffa, and the Criticism of
Neoclassical Theory comprises twenty-three essays, covering themes in Keynesian economic theory, in the development
of the modern classical approach to economic theory, linear production models, and the critique of neoclassical theory.
The essays in this book will be an invaluable source of inspiration for economists interested in economic theory and in
the evolution of economic thought. They will also be of interest to postgraduate and research students specialising in
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economic theory and in the history of economic thought.
By "literary criticism" we usually mean a self-conscious act involving the technical and aesthetic appraisal, by individuals,
of autonomous works of art. Aristotle and Plato come to mind. The word "social" does not. Yet, as this book shows, it
should--if, that is, we wish to understand where literary criticism as we think of it today came from. Andrew Ford offers a
new understanding of the development of criticism, demonstrating that its roots stretch back long before the sophists to
public commentary on the performance of songs and poems in the preliterary era of ancient Greece. He pinpoints when
and how, later in the Greek tradition than is usually assumed, poetry was studied as a discipline with its own principles
and methods. The Origins of Criticism complements the usual, history-of-ideas approach to the topic precisely by treating
criticism as a social as well as a theoretical activity. With unprecedented and penetrating detail, Ford considers varying
scholarly interpretations of the key texts discussed. Examining Greek discussions of poetry from the late sixth century
B.C. through the rise of poetics in the late fourth, he asks when we first can recognize anything like the modern notions of
literature as imaginative writing and of literary criticism as a special knowledge of such writing. Serving as a monumental
preface to Aristotle's Poetics, this book allows readers to discern the emergence, within the manifold activities that might
be called criticism, of the historically specific discourse on poetry that has shaped subsequent Western approaches to
literature.
Based on the bestselling, timeless classic, How to Win Friends and Influence People for Teen Girls is the essential guide
for a new generation of teenage girls on their way to becoming empowered, savvy, and self-confident young women.
How to Win Friends and Influence People for Teen Girls, based on the beloved classic by Dale Carnegie, has become
the go-to guidebook for girls during the difficult teenage years. Presented by Donna Dale Carnegie, daughter of the late
motivational author and teacher Dale Carnegie, this new edition brings her father’s time-tested lessons to the newest
generation of young women on their way to becoming self-assured friends and leaders. In these pages, teen girls get
invaluable, concrete advice about the most powerful ways to influence others, defuse arguments, admit mistakes, and
make self-defining choices. The Carnegie techniques promote clear and constructive communication, praise rather than
criticism, emotional sensitivity, empathy, tolerance, and an optimistic outlook in every situation. Written in an
empowering, relatable voice and filled with anecdotes, quizzes, reality check sections, and questionnaires, this new and
fully revised edition of How to Win Friends and Influence People for Teen Girls is required reading for a new generation
of strong female leaders.
The first scholarly collection to discuss the intersection of feminism and dramatic theory
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